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2POWER REQUIREMENTS 03? INDUSTRIAL MACHINES
.
Since one of the chief phases of the engineering field is the
application of power to industrial machinery* and since the use of
electric drive is making great strides in the competition with
steam and other motive powers, the necessity of more detailed in-
formation in this regard is increasing rapidly.
The purpose of this work is to show the advantages of elec-
tric drive for all kinds of industrial machinery and to give data
which will enahle the engineer to compute the power required for
any installation. It is proposed to take up the different "branches
of manufacturing separately for in some cases special considera-
tions enter which are not applicable in others.
Some of the more important industries will "be taken up more
in detail. One of the oldest applications of electric power is
metal working machinery. For that reason it was much easier to
obtain data concerning this industry as only with the application
of electricity to the driving of separate machines v?as any definite
knowledge had of the power required to drive them. The application
of electricity to agriculture is however practically a new thing
and data concerning it are very meager. The companies manufacturing
the machines to be driven are very diffident in giving information
regarding the power requirements of their machines as thay in most
cases manufacture prime movers themselves. The power requirements
of an industry does not only mean the HP required but must also
include the conditions under which the machines are operating. It
will be seen that the power requirements of a cement mill and a
refrigerating plant would differ considerably although they both

3night require the same HP. These important considerations will
"be dealt with at some length in the more extraordinary cases.

4AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
.
In comparing electricity with other forms for farm work it
is seen that its chief advantages are reliability, cleanliness,
safety and flexibility in application. To convince the practical
farmer however, the economic value of electricity for farm work
must be shown. The nature of the farm determines to what extent
the application of electricity may be carried. Where the build-
ings are scattered, the application of motors is much cheaper
than to put an individual engine in each building. Where avail-
able central station power is more satisfactory, but for isolated
farms, compact generating sets, utilizing various prime movers are
now coming into use. Local conditions influence the choice of
these prime movers to a great extent. The electric motor can
be readily applied to all classes of farm machinery. The motors
required are usually light in weight and require no special
foundations. If A.C. induction motors are used there is no spark-
ing and consequently no fire risk. If D.C. motors are used the
motor must be placed in a separate building or well covered, on
account of the danger from sparking. Individual drive is more
economical on account of the intermittent use of the machinery.
In some cases a portable motor is used which reduces the first
cost of installation. She possibility of farm lighting is an
important factor aside from the convenience it affords. During
the harvest season when time is very essential bright lights
can be supplied which will enable two shifts to be run. The
minor applications of electricity to farm use will be treated
under separate heads such as laundry machinery, machine shops, etc.
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.
An industry which has the closest relation to agriculture
hut which may not he classed with it by some writers is the flour
milling and grain elevator industry. Here as on the farm, the
absence of shafting and the flexibility of electric drive is very
important. By the use of induction motors constant speed can be
obtained and in grain elevators this is necessary for the best
operation- Central station power obviates all necessity for
engineer, fireman, etc. and since the induction motor is a very
simple device, it requires no expert attention. As to the advan-
tages or disadvantages of central power it seems best for the
smaller plants at least to adopt this. In Minnesota 7©$ of mills
electrically operated are using central station power.
Included under agricultural products are all industries
directly related to it such as the meat packing and slaughtering
industry. This also includes the distribution as represented by
the butcher. One of the most important applications of electric
power to this industry is in the refrigerating machinery but as
a separate chapter will be devoted to this division, it will not
be discussed in detail at this time. Although the large packers
have been among the earliest users of artificial refrigeration,
it is only recently that the retailers as well as the wholesalers
have installed small units for their own use. Meat is very
perishable, and if it is to be kept in the best of condition, re-
quires the best possible conditions in its surroundings. The
shortcomings of cooling by means of ice are accentuated in this
business because the damp musty atmosphere makes the meat slimy
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on the surface, requiring considerable trimming to waste if the
meat has "been exposed to such an atmosphere for any length of time.
It is this saving which in some cases more than covers the cost
of power consumed that makes artificial refrigeration possible.
Applications.
Cylinder corn sheller
Capacity 2 tons/hr. 400 RPM. 25 HP
Butter churn and worker (Simplex)
Capacity 300 Gal. 150 RPM. 2 EP
Cream Separator (Delaval)
Capacity 1350 lb./hr. 6000 RPM. 1.5 HP
Fodder Cutter (Ohio #14)
Capacity about 3 tons dry fodder per hr. 840 RPM. 10 HP
Grinding Mill (Scientific)
Capacity 40 bu. (corn & cob) per hr. 730 RPM. 15 HP
Grinding Mill (Davis Attrition)
Capacity 40 bu. ground corn/hr. 1800 RPM. 25 HP
Grist Mill (Richmond)
Capacity 111 bu. rolled oats/hr., 70 bu. cracked
corn/hr. 800 RPM. 25 HP
Root Cutter ( Mas sey-Harris)
Capacity about 6 tons turnips/hr. 220 RPM. 2 HP
Sausage Grinder (Enterprise)
Capacity 750 lb./hr. 440 RPM. 4 HP
Sausage Stuffer & Triplex Pump
Capacity 116 lb./hr. for two men. Total power 0.75 HP
Shredder and Husker (6 roll)
Capacity 2.6 tons/hr. 1000 RPM. 15 HP
Oat Clipper, Invincible, Size, Capacity and approx. HP re-
quired.
Size, Ho. 1 23456 7 89
Bu./hr. 60 90 120 160 200 400 600 800 1200
Est. HP 6 7 8 9 10 12 15 25 40
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.
An example of the "best installation of flour milling machin-
ery is that of the Wasco Warehouse Milling Go. at The Dalles, Ore.
The building is seven stories high and built entirely of concrete
and steel. The present capacity is 1,300 barrels and the ultimate
capacity will be 2,750 barrels. The installation is as follows:
Ho. Application. Horsepower.
1 Main Drive 300
1 Cereal Mill 15
1 Barley & Graham Mill 50
• 1 Wheat Receiving 35
1 Wheat Scouring 35
1 Wheat Scouring #2 15
1 Flour Packers 15
1 Feed Packers 15
2 Humphrey Elevators 3
1 Automatic Sprinklers 5
The control of alL the motors is centralised on a main
switchboard, located in a separate room especially designed for
that purpose. There is not an exposed current - carrying live
part on any of the apparatus, which fact eliminates all possibility
of accident to employees, and insures continuous service so far as
the motors are concerned.
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.
1700 acre rice plantation, Ellis, La., near Crowley.
Prime mover is a Fairbanks-Morse 200 HP. Four Cylinder, Slow speed
oil engine running on low grade oils, direct connected to 170 K.V-A.
2300 V., 3 phase, 60 cycle alternator, with exciter and switchboard.
This provides current for operating three 75 HP vertical squirrel
cage 2200 V motors direct connected to vertical centrifugal pumps.
One pump is located at the power house, the second three quarters
of a mile away, and the third a half mile further, or one and a
quarter miles from the power house.
ATTRITION MILLS.
Attrition mills are used in the shelling of corn and grind-
ing shelled corn, oats, cotton seed cakes, etc. They are also used
extensively in flour feed and cotton seed oil mills. The squirrel
cage induction motor is used exclusively with these mills. The
size of mill is expressed in inches, referring to the diameter of
the grinding plates. The sizes most commonly found in flour mills,
with size and speed of motor are as follows:-
Size of Mill 20 24 30
HP of Motor 10 15 & 20 25 & 30
Speed, EPM ——1740 1740 1710
In grinding cotton seed cakes the 32" and 36" mills are used, the
former requiring 25 to 40 HP, 1710 EPM motors, and the latter 40 to
50 HP, 1140 EPM motors. One standard auto-starter with no-voltage
and over-voltage release attachments is used for starting both
motors
.
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APPLICATION 03? POWER FOR THE BUTCHER.
Every retail butcher has as part of his equipment a meat
grinder for preparing sausage or hamburg steak. These are very
generally operated by motor. The amount of electricity used is
nominal, but the amount of labor and time saved is considerable.
A very Y/ise practice which has been adopted by some is to set up
the cutter in the refrigerator bos. By so doing the necessity
of cleaning it every hour or so in hot weather is avoided. Sever-
al sizes are on the market for both direct and alternating-current
circuits, built as a unit with the motor and machine on a common
base and a worm-gear drive, with capacities as follows:
0.5 HP Capacity per hour, 200 pounds.
0.75 HP " " ,T , 300
1.00 HP " " " , 400 n
3.00 HP n n " ,1500 "
The capacities have reference to beef. Pork is cut more
easily and faster, so that the capacity in pork will be about 75$
higher.
For applications of refrigerating machinery will be found in
the chapter on refrigeration.
The best system for the retail butcher is direct expansion,
used either with automatic thermostatic control or with auxiliary
brine tank. Where special rates for electric power are given for
off-peak agreements, the automatic control cannot, of course, be
used without some special cutoff switch, but it is the ideal in
this business. A uniform temperature of 34 to 36 degrees is the
best to keep meat in perfect condition. If the temperature is re-
duced much below 32 degrees beef will darken and look unsightly.
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With the non-automatic machine, an auxiliary brine tank should he
used. This acts as a storage reservoir and maintains a lower
temperature than would otherwise be possible over nights, Sundays,
and holidays when it is inconvenient to operate the ammonia com-
pressor.
The load factor in this industry is very low in most cases
although there are instances where it runs as high as 42$.
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BREWERIES & BOTTLIHG WORKS.
The possibilities of the application of electric drive to
this industry are among the most promising of any. The manufac-
turers have themselves "been very progressive in adopting improve-
ments and have been quick to realize the many advantages of electric
drive. The improved sanitary conditions, the greater flexibility as
well as the reduced cost, have been the most important factors in
deciding this. Additional advantages are: space economy, and sav-
ing of power due to the elimination of shafting and belts; the
simplicity of power distribution allowing for additions or changes;
and the easy control of each individual machine-
The induction motor is generally used, although in many
plants direct current motors are used. The absence of sparking
and constant speed are the chief advantages of the former.
One of the most important phases of the brewing industry is
the subject of refrigeration. This will be taken up under a sepa-
rate head. The subject of pumps will also be covered in another
section.
Individual motor is applicable to all of the following:
rice cookers and mash tubs; chip-washers; keg washers and pitching
machines; hooping machines; bottling machinery.

Breweries & Bottling Works. 12
Applications.
Electrical Installation at the Plant of the Acme Brewing Co.,
Macon, Georgia
Machine
Bo . Method
of of
H.P.R.P.M. Mo«r Connec-
tors tion
-- - -
T
Remarks
Washing Machine 7.5
Tank room agita- 5
tors
8 "by 8 eompress - 15
or- fair]
Machine shop
Centrifigal pump 10
Mash tub 15
Mash conveyor 2
Mash pumps 2
Malt cleaning and7.5
rolling
Blower for grind-|1.5
er
Beer pumps (4) 5
Barrel shop 2
Bottling works 7.5
Mangle 2
Triplex pump 20
Centrifugal pump 10
Carpenter shop 515
Forge fan 2
Elevator (2/6on 15
cap.
)
Mash dryer 10
Grain elevator 5
Centrifugal pump 1 5
Centrifugal pump 15
Ice hoist 5
Electric crane
1800
1800
720
1800
900
720
1800
1800
720
1200
1800
1800
1200
1800
1200
1800
1200
1800
820
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Belted
Belted
Moisture proof windings
Belted Automatic pressure reg.
Belted lathe , drill , shape r, 2 stones
D-C 550 g,p,m, against 50 lb.
Geared Cap. 16, 000 lb. of material
Geared Back geared motor
Geared Speed reduction gear box
Geared Direct to rolls
D-C Special shaft extension
Belted Moisture proof belts
Belted Repairing kegs
Belted
Belted For drying clothes
Belted 260 g,p,m, against 200 'head
D-C Wash room
Belted Saws, planer, etc.
D-C Special shaft extension
D-C Intermittent rated motor
Av. load fact.
Pressure pump 2
25 BB1 Pasteur- 3
izer
Keg Scrubber 3
Brine pump 3
Compressor 5
Malt Mill 10
Centrifugal pump 15
Beer pumps 2
Beer pump 2
Triplex pump 1
Agitator , rotary 4
Agitator, Mash tub 15
Agitator ,Mash tub 10
Brine muim t—2—
1800 1 Belted
1800 1
I
Belted
3600 1 D-C
720 1 D-C
1800 1
(
Belted
Self-contained hoist and motor.
1 D-C Circulating brine pump
1 Belted
900
720
900
1800
1200
1800
900
720
900
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
JL
Belted
Belted
111800
•Relte
Carbonic gas 1-3'
Kaestner & Co.
Refuse, 5"
2-1/2 x 4" piston
2" rotary
3 x 4" Deane
1 4 x 5 ,T
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Bottling Works.
In discussing the application of electricity to this indus-
try it must be remembered that there are two distinct classes of
bottling works, those in which pasteurising is necessary and those
where it is not. Beer and milk bottling plants are typical in the
former classification and mineral and "soft-drink" plants in the
latter. The difference exists when the question is debated
whether power for driving the machinery should be obtained from
the central station or generated on the premises. While hot water
is used in all plants for washing purposes, pasteurizing plants
require considerable amounts of steam.
The operations involved in bottling beer comprise, first,
soaking the dirty bottles as they are returned to the shop, in a
3 percent solution of caustic soda. From the soakers the bottles
are conveyed to washing machines, then to fillers, crowners, throug
the pasteurizer and then to the labeling machines. Prom these the
bottles are placed in eases or otherwise packed for shipment.
The motor requirements of the milk-bottling establishments
are simple, as all apparatus may be run at constant speed. Most
of the motors must start under load unless there is provision
made for a clutch. On account of the wet condition and frequent
washing of floors, etc., it is desirable to have the motors mounted
overhead or otherwise protected from the moisture. This applies to
all bottling shops.
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BEICK MD CEMEHT MACHI1TERY.
The art of brick mailing has been revolutionized in the past
twenty years by the introduction of power driven machinery and
has attained its proper rank among the large industries. A con-
servative estimate of the 100 and more varieties of bricks manu-
factured in the U. S. alone places the aggregate putput at more
than twenty thousand million per year. The electric motor has been
instrumental in attaining this end.
The induction motor in some form is best applicable to this
industry. For dry pans, sanders, conveyors, fans, bucket elevators
and other machines of similar requirements the standard (J. E«
Form K motor with short-circuited bar-wound rotor is usually entire'
ly satisfactory. Each of these applications involves continuous
duty at constant speed together with relatively easy starting con-
dition and no occasion for reversal of direction of rotation. On
the other hand, for pug mills, augers, tempering wheels, hoists,
excavating shovels, etc., where frequent starting and reversal,
variable speed requirements and excessive starting torque are
encountered, a motor similar to the G. E. Form M motor, with phase
wound rotor and external secondary resistance is in general recom-
mended .
When direct current apparatus must be used, motors with
compound windings should always be employed except for driving
fans, for which service shunt motors are suitable. Where the
service requirements are similar to those outlined for Form K
induction motor, the direct current motor should have the standard
amount of series winding; where Form M motors would be suitable
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for alternating current service, the direct current motor should
have approximately 40$ of series winding, and commutator and
hearings should he properly protected from grit and flying mud.
The widely separated points of application of power in most
"brick plants necessitates either several installations of prime
mover or an efficient transmission of power. It is in this last
case that it shows its great efficiency. In up-to-date plants
equipped for electrical operation throughout, a great variety of
motor applications is found. The clay or shale is excavated hy
means of electrically operated shovels and loaded into transfer
cars hauled hy an electric yard-locomotive to stock piles where,
under the action of rain and frost, it is weathered and partially
disintegrated. From the stock piles the clays, especially the
harder shales, are transferred to the motor-driven roll crushers
or dry-pans, and screens, and then hy cup conveyors to the pug
mill, from the pug mill the now thoroughly mixed and tempered
mass is delivered to the auger brick machine where it is forced
through dies to produce a true cross section with maximum uni-
formity of density, in the form of a continuous rectangular
column. A frame carrying tightly strung piano wires or suitable
knives rotating at the proper speed, cuts the issuing column of
clay into standard sized blocks or bricks. The green bricks are
carried by a belt conveyor, which moves somerwhat faster than the
column issuing from the auger and consequently separates the
bricks slightly, to the re-presses, where they are forced into
molds and subjected to heavy pressure. This operation smoothes
the surface, squares up the corners and imprints the maker's
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name, etc. The "brick is now ready for the drying house and kiln.
In addition to the machines mentioned electric motors find a most
satisfactory application driving centrifugal or geared pumps for
removing excess water from the clay pits and also for driving the
large ventilating fans in the drying house.
Accurate figures covering the cost of electrical operation
are difficult to obtain owing to the widely varying factors influ-
encing production. Records from several New England plants with a
daily capacity of from 50,000 to 100,000 soft-mud sand-moulded
bricks, indicate a fair average of 15 to 20 molds of six bricks
each per minute or from 90 to 100 bricks per kw-hr. for all elec-
trical power consumed. Plants using the stiff-plastic method show
approximately the same output per kw-hr. energy in brick machines
proper. One pjant of 156,000 daily capacity shows a pov/er con-
sumption of 1740 kw-hr. per day for its auger brick machines.
Another plant, with a daily capacity of 200,000 common bricks,
shows for two successive months an average monthly output of
4,700,500 bricks at an average expenditure of 45,600 kw-hr. in
driving its auger machines. Where the change from steam engine
or other form of mechanical power has been made, an estimated
saving in operating expense of from 20 to 30$ has often been
effected. While the total power required, including auxiliary
devices, varies from 12 to 18 kw-hr., a conservative estimate of
power required by pug mills and augers is about 1.5 h.p. per
1000 bricks, or 11 kw-hr. per 1000 bricks produced.
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Brick, cont.
Applications.
1-35 HP 170 RPM motor driving Standard 9
1 dry pan.
1-25 EP 135 RPM " " Special double shaft pug mill.
1-25 HP 248 RPM " " 10 1 Pug mill.
1-125 HP 165 RPM " " Special giant auger. Gap. 19.5
cu. yd/hr.
1-35 HP " " #1 Giant auger. Av.load 18.5 HP-
1-5 2p »» " 10", 470' /min. Gup elevator.
1-40 HP " " Drying drum group group.
1-5 HP 1800 RPM n geared to Universal Brick Setting Machine
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CEMENT I^IAITUPAGTUEE
.
There are certain features in the manufacture of Portland
cement that differentiate it commercially from almost every other
industry. The raw materials underlie more than 20% of the entire
area of the United States. Their initial cost is low, the cost of
quarrying is slight, and, owing to the eager market, and more par-
ticularly to the widespread deposits of raw materials, no success-
ful merger can he formed to regulate the selling price. The price
of the finished cement is determined almost entirely by the actual
cost of the different operations through which the raw material
passes. In view of this fact, it is ohvious that the most
prosperous companies will "be those that adopt , at the outset , the
cheapest and most efficient means of operating the various machines
necessary in cement manufacture.
The advantage of individual electric drive in machine shops
and factories, in eliminating line shafting and adding to flexibil-
ity and economy are equally applicable to cement mills. There are,
however, certain inherent requirements in the manufacture of cement
which completely establish the argument in favor of electric motors
for this class of work.
1. Under normal conditions cement mills operate twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week, and the mill must be kept in prac-
tically continuous production. The shut down of any one machine,
or the failure of its driving power, must not affect the operation
of any other machine.
2. The direction and distance of power transmission should
not in any way interfere with the most efficient layout of the
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Cement, cont.
plant
.
3. In order to keep a check on the cost of manufacture, a
continuous and accurate record should he available, showing the
amount of power used in each of the different departments. The
ease and accuracy with which the power used can he metered and
apportioned between the different departments with the electrical
system is an advantage of which the cement engineer makes frequent
use in locating trouble and reducing cost. Data obtained by the
use of indicators with mechanically driven plants are liable to
be inaccurate and lead to erroneous conclusions, because of the
difficulty of taking cards often enough, and over periods long
enough to show the true load curve. This point is illustrated
in Pig. 3. Curve A shows the apparent load curve obtained on a
plant by taking hourly readings of the indicating wattmeter. The
average of these readings, B, is 1675 kw., which is the apparent
power required to operate the mill. The actual average power,
however, required on the day of the test, as determined from the
recording wattmeter C , was only 1554 kw. , or 7$ less than would be
concluded from the hourly readings alone. It is practically im-
possible with engine driven plants to obtain more accurate data
than those represented by curve A, and it is evident that conclu-
sions as to the actual cost per HP, or the power used in a certain
operation, might be very misleading if based on such readings.
Curve drawing and integrating meters, however, give the engineer
of an electrically driven plant an absolute check on both operation
and cost.
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Cement, cont.
4. Most of the machines used in the cement industry start
under heavy overload, and some are liable to short overloads dur-
ing operation. The driving unit must he designed to give the best
efficiency at the load required in normal operation, and yet have
a large margin of overload capacity which can he drawn upon when
starting or when necessary.
5. Above all the prime mover must be adapted to severe ser-
vice conditions. If motors are installed, they must be of a rugged
type to need little attention and to operate in an atmosphere
thick with stone and cement dust.
The induction motor fulfills all of these conditions.
A fairly complete article on cement manufacture which
includes power requirements can be found in The Journal of the
A. S. M. E. for February, 1913.
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22 a
CEMENT MANUFACTURE
Applications
•
1-150 HP motor belted to § 7-1/2 AUSTIN gyratory crusher, Cap.
75-100 tons nr.
1-100 HP " " " 5.5* x 22' Tube mills.
1-150 HP " " " #18 Smidth Tube Mills. Lenix belt drive.
1-75 HP " " " #66 Smidth Kominuter. " " "
1- 6 HP "
.
" " Cement sacking machine
1-4C HP " " " 36" Cornish rolls for crushing cement
clinker.
1- 4C HP " M " Pick pivoted bucket conveyor.
1- 40 HP " " " Coal feed for kilns and blower for clinker
cooler.
1 -20 HP " " " Aero coal pulverizer to supply Rotary
kilns
.
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ELEVATORS, MIUHJG & HOIST IIG M/iCHOERY.
This is a very important field for the application of elec-
tric power. In all forms of hoisting, reliability is a necessary
factor and the modern motor fulfills that specification. Control
is another item that has a great deal to do with this sort of
machinery and the simplicity of electric control is very often
a deciding feature. It will not "be attempted to keep the differ-
ent divisions of this section entirely separate as they are so
closely related that it would entail a series of repetitions.
However, it will he handled so as to cover the ground as complete-
ly as possible.
Elevators.
The first application of the electric motor to elevator
service was in connection with the ordinary type of "belt driven
machine, by employing a non-reversible motor for driving the line
shaft to which the elevator was belted. Since the motor could not
be reversed, the elevator was controlled by shifting the open and
closed belts.
By using a reversible motor, two belts are not necessary,
and all that is required is a single belt between the countershaft
and the machine, running on tight and loose pulleys.
The next step in the development of the electric elevator
was the direct connection of the motor to the shaft of the machine.
In elevator service the motor is required to start under
full load and be able to speed up rapidly. The first condition
that of starting at full load is met by the use of a D.C cumula-
tive compound wound motor - the series field giving the high
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Elevators, eont.
starting torque and the shunt winding steadying the field. The
second condition, that of speeding up is brought about by the
controlling device.
The controlling devices of an electric drum elevator consist
of the following separate mechanisms: (1) controller; (2) brake;
(3) operating mechanism. The controller in addition to starting an^
stopping the motor and bringing it up to speed, must at the same
time gradually cut out the series winding so that the motor operates i
entirely on the shunt winding when normal speed is reached. The
type of controlling device now used considerably is the "magnet
control system". The function of the brake is to insure a safe
and gradual stoppage of the car. Both band and block brakes are
used and are always located near the motor on the worm shaft. The
function of the operating mechanism is to afford a ready means of
operating the controller from the car. This may be done by either
mechanical or electrical means, the latter being used to some
extent with the "magnet control system". In 1897 Mr. A- L«
Duevelius patented an elevator using a slow speed electric motor
direct connected to the driving sheave, and in this form it is now
used for high lifts and high speeds. The ropes from the car pass
over the driving sheave, thence under an idler and again over the
driver and then down to the counterbalance. The speed of the car
is practically that of the driving sheave. The gearless traction
type of elevator is considered much safer than other types for
the following reasons:- (1) More hoisting ropes may be used thus
reducing the danger of a free fall due to the simultaneous failing
of the ropes. (2) The tractive force becomes practically nothing
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Elevators, cont.
when the counterbalance or the car rest on the "buffers at the
bottom of the shaft, thus preventing overwinding since the motor
may continue to run without causing the car to move. These buffers
serve as limit stops. In addition to the above advantages, the
height of lift is unlimited and very high speeds are possible.
Among the latest installations of this type are those in
the new Singer Building and the tower of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Building of Hew York, and in both of these the apparatus
is located above the elevator shaft.
Applications
.
1- 30 HP 500-900 BPM motor driving worm gear passenger elevator
made by Marshall Bros., Pittsburg, Gap. E500 # at 200' per
min.
1- 25 HP 450-900 BPM motor driving Tandem Traction Type Elevator
made by Kaestner & Hecht , Chicago, Gap. 2500 # at 350
T per
min.
1- 20 HP 725 RPM motor driving Passenger elevator made by Albro-
Clem Elevator Co., Philadelphia, Cap. 2000 # at 140' per min.
1- 60 HP 600-1200 RPM motor driving Passenger elevators made by
Van Emon Elevator Co., San Francisco, Gap. 2500 # at 600
!
per min.
1- 20 HP 450-900 RPM motor driving High Speed, Geared,Traction
Type Pass. Elev. made by Van Emon Elevator Co., Cap. 3000 #
at 200' per min.
1- 38 HP 450-900 RPM motor driving Pass. Elev. made by Haughton
Elevator Co., Toledo, 0., Cap. 5000 # at 300' per min.

Applications, cont.
1- 11 HP 720 RPM motor driving Freight Elev. made "by Salem Blev.
Works, Salem, Mass., Gap. 4000 # at 50' per min.
1- 40 HP 690 RPM motor driving Tandem Gear Elev., made "by Haughton
Elevator Co., Toledo, 0., Cap. 4000 # at 200' per min.
1- 15 HP 850 RPM motor geared to Pass. Elev. made by lat'l Elev.
& Machine Co., Honesdale, Pa., Cap. 1500 # at 200' or 3000#
at 100' per min.
1- 50 HP 450-900 motor driving Tandem Gear, High Speed Pass. Elev.
made by Kimball Bros., Council Bluffs, la., Cap. 4500 # at
275 1 per min.
1- 10 HP 850 RPM motor driving Internal Geared Freight Elevator,
made by Albro-Clem Elev. Co., Cap. 3500# at 55 1 per min.
1-3.5 HP 975 RPM motor chained to Freight Elevator made by Marshal
Bros., Pittsburg, Pa., Cap. 1500 # at 50 T per min.
1- 18 HP 720 RPM motor driving Freight Elev. made by Reedy Elev.
Co., Hoboken, U. J., Cap. 6000 # at 50' per min.
1- 10 HP 650 RPM motor driving Freight Elev. made by J. B. Adt
Machine Works, Baltimore , Md. , Cap. 3000 # at 60' per min.
1- 15 HP 850 RPM motor driving Pass. Elev. made by Westbrook Elev.
Co., Danville, Va.
,
Cap. 2500 # at 100' per min.
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Elevators
Applications.
1- 10 HP 790 RPM motor geared to Freight Elev. made by Albro-Clem
Elev. Co., Phila. , Pa., Capacity 3000# at 75 ft. per min.
1- 7.5HP 850 RPM motor driving Freight Elev. made by Landis Elev.
Co., Wichita, Kans. , Cap. 3000# at 40 ft. per min.
1-7,5 EP 850 RPM motor chained to Garage Elev. made by Albro-Clem
Elev. Co., Phila. Pa., Capacity 4000# at 20 ft. per min.
1- 10 HP 840 RPM motor geared to Freight Elev. made by Standard
Each. Co. Chattanooga, Tenn. , Cap. 3000# at 75 ft. per min
1- x20 HP 840 RPM motor driving Freight Elev. made by Marshall
Bros., Pittsburg, Pa., Csp. 6000# at 50 ft. per min.
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ELECTRIC ELEVATOR PERFORMANCE
JTo.
Eleva-
tors
Avg.
Rise
in feet
Type of Machine Type of Load in
Control Pounds
Speed
ieeu
^inute
(Vertical
10 303 ( Sprague-Pratt Pilot motor 2500 400
5 189 Sprague-Pratt Pilot motor 2500 400
6 165 Sprague-Pratt Pilot motor 2500 4o0
2 213 Dram Wot" r\ T A AVI O t*3 ?000 400
4.
235
( 2Duplex Fraser 2000 500
)
( 2Drum Magnet 2000 350)
%j 140 Drum Magne t 2000 400
3 132 Drum Magnet 2000 350
3 184 Drum Magne t 2500 400
1 110 Drum Magnet 2500 250
2 127 Drum A B See 2000
c\r\r\
1 113 Drum Magne t 1500 oned ID
1 73' 3" Spra^ue 2000
r\ n C275
1 127 Traction Magnet 3000 500
1 2o8' 10" Traction Magnet 3000
1 215 Traction (geared) Magnet 3000
1 154' 7" Traction Magnet 3000
3 190 Drum A B See 395
4 125 Drum 2680 260
8 132 Electric-Hydraulic 2800 300
4 134 Electric-Hyraulic 2000 600
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Mining
.
The use of electricity in mining is not new, as it has he en
employed to a limited extent for many years, hut the rapid extensioij
which has recently characterized its application is due to several
causes, the most important of which are as follows:
1st. The specialization of the electrical manufacturing
companies' engineers on the power requirements peculiar to mines.
2nd. The growing appreciation hy the engineers of the mining
companies of the advantages of electrical power and their active
co-operation in the solution of problems entailed by special con-
dit ions
.
3rd. The improved efficiencies of modern electrical machinery
in general and the increasing use of alternating current with its
greater flexibility in transmission over distances which are beyond
the economical limit of direct current distribution.
4th. The exceptional operating economies which have resulted
in numerous installations utilizing electric power, even under the
severest service conditions, and the attainment in practically evr
ery case of an increased output for a given power consumption.
5th. The necessity for development of properties in which the
geological conditions were such that the mines could not be
economically operated by the older methods, and the continually
increasing distances between the working faces and delivery points
in mines already in operation which tended to render electric
haulage almost imperative.
Advantages
.
In an electrically-operated mine or group of mines, a single
power plant may be used to supply power for all, thereby obtaining
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Advantages, cont.
economies inherent in central station practice by the use of
large
and highly efficient prime movers and generating units,
reducing
the cost of supervision and maintenance and insuring a
continuity
of service by being able to carry temporary overloads on
a portion
of the generating in the event of injury to or failure of any
unit, or by providing a reasonable capacity in generators
normally
held in reserve for the same purpose.
The use of electricity eliminates the necessity of long
lines of steam or air piping, which are expensive to install or
maintain and with which the danger of breakdown and the difficulty
of obtaining the necessary working pressures increase with
every
extension of service. For these conditions electricity substitute
a simple and thoroughly flexible system of transmitting power
by
means of conductors which can be run and rapidly extended to meet
changes in the development, which are not affected by temperature
variation and are not liable to mechanical injury or to break-
downs due to floods or shifting ground. They can be safely used
in places where steam lines would introduce an element of danger,
and finally, they can in many instances be run in shafts or bore
holes already in use for other purposes without occupying room tha
could be utilized otherwise.
In view of the fact that the power required by individual
motors can be readily measured by instruments temporarily connect-
ed into the circuit, it is possible to maintain the machinery
in the best operating condition, as any excess power requirement
can be detected readily, and any defect in the machinery promptly
corrected.
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The flexibility of motor drive renders possible the use of
portable machinery, and additions to, or changes in the location
of, existing machines can easily be made without interfering
in any
way with operation of the remainder of the plant.
Mining
.
Applications
1- 300 HP 1500 BPM direct con. to 6-stage, 1000 GPM
centrifugal
1- 825 HP*" 65 RPM motor driving single drum (6 ft.) underground
1- 700 HP
1S
150 BPM " " (rope) 64 ft. sand wheel.
1- 170 HP 300-450 BPM motor geared to 10" Quintuplex pumps with
1-1000 m°'720
a
EPM motor dir. con. to 5000 GPM 6-stage cent, pump
with 500' head. *
1- 150 HP motor driving cent, pump rated 2000 GPM 125' head-
1- 150 HP 700-1200 BPM motor D.C to 4-stage 10" cent. 330' head,
iooo GPri
1- 75 EY-A 1200 BPM syn. motor driving 1200 GPM, 2-stage cent.
against 160' head. .
1- 100 HP 750 BPM motors driving 5000 GPM 1- stage ceno. pumps
against 50' head.
2-125 HP geared to 6-ft. hoist drum Load Factor 76^.
2- 88 HP belted to 5-ft. "
"
1-175 HP motor geared to Worthington 10" turbine pump.
1-106 HP " driving 14 x 12 ,T triplex pump.
1- 60 HP " belted to 6-wheel single-stage pump.
1- 60 HP " " " 8 x 12" duplex pump.
1- 4 HP " " " 2" Blackmer rotary pump.
5 HP " " " 3 " triplex pump.
1- 10 HP " " " 4" Boyts & Porter duplex pump.
1- 10 HP 1040 BPM motor belted to Stine 5 ft. suction fan running
at 300 BPM. „ _ -
2- 20 HP 1040 BPM motor each belted to Stine 6 fo. suction tan
running at 300 BPM.
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Mining Applications, cont.
1- 20 HP 1040 BPM motor B.C. to Morris #3,4" cent. pump.
1-2.5 HP 1200 RPM motor geared to 3 x 4" x 40-stroke Dean
triplex
pump
.
3- 10 HP 1200 RPM motor each geared to 4 x 6" x 40-stroke
Deming
triplex pump.
4- 25 HP Each driving a Morgan-Gardner 6' undercut coal-cutting
machine
.
1- 25 HP driving a Sullivan 6' undercut coal-cutting machine.
1- 5 HP 1600 RPM motor belted to #77 Ingersoll-Rand air comp.
Air at 95# .

Hoisting Machinery.
Applications
.
rocker-•Wheeler electric hoists.
Hoist Ho. Motor Drum
Diam. length
Av.Rope Speed Weight of load.
7-1/2 7-1/2 9" 16" 125 1300 lb.
10 10 10" 16" 150 1600 lb.
15 15 12" 16" 165 2000 lb.
20 20 14" 18" 165 3000 lb.
25 25 14" 18" 175 3200 lb.
35 16" 18" 175 4500 lb.
Alternating" Current Motor Distribution in Mines. _
H.P. Yolts Conn Service.
2-75
100
30
440
440
440
b
e
s
Two air compressors
Double -drum hoist
Triplex pump
30 440 g 300 g.p.m. triplex pump
12 440 B 100 g.p-m. triplex pump
#2-400
2-200
300
3300
440
440
b
b
g
Two 2500 cu. ft .compressors
Two 1250 cu. ft .compressors
Pour-drum hoist
50 440 d 35 kw.motor-generat or set
35 440 b Gyratory crusher
500
110
50
5
200
440
3300
440
440
440
g
d
d
B
b
Double-drum hoist
75 kw.motor-generator set
35 kw. motor-generator set
Air brake compressor
1250 cu.ft. compressor
35 440 b Jaw crusher
50
D
440
440
d
d
35 kw.motor-generator exc
.
Ventilating fan for 800 kw
turbine
^Synchronous motors
1— Lr-'ftlilU'Uil rts-= ; —
d-Direct connected b-Belt connected
All motors three-phase, 25 cycle.
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METAL WORKING MACHINERY.
Perhaps the largest application of motor drive is in the
industries using metal working machinery. Although motor drive
in machine shops, etc. has been so generally and successfully
applied, there is still a considerable field as yet undeveloped.
One of the most important phases influencing the successful conduct
of any manufacturing establishment is the amount of output obtain-
able with a given personnel, tool equipment, floor space and work-
ing time. Without increasing any of these factors, the substitu-
tion of mechanical drive by the installation of electric motors has
variously increased the productive capacity of different shops
from 5 to 100 per cent. In other words, a greater amount of work
is produced per operative machine per day, due to maintenance of
speed under varying conditions of load; the ease by which the
maximum cutting speed can be sustained throughout a given operation;
the advantage gained by permitting better arrangement of machines
in regard to natural or artificial lighting facilities, as well
as the readier access to and sequence of material from the unfin-
ished to the finished state. Finally because the greater cleanli-
ness, purer air and generally better hygienic surroundings of the
motor driven shop react favorably upon the health, cheerfulness
and activity of the operatives.
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The accompanying figures 1 and 2 show graphically the
saving made in power by the use of electric drive over the use
of belting and shafting. They are both diagrams showing the loss-
es in power transmission in the factory of Central Stamping Co.,
Newark , U • J
•

C o w >t~Q nt LossftS in Dy no ^Q\\\\ >
Estimated Fncttoo
Loss i r> Engina,
8 9 /} /*1 io 12 3 PM 4 QSP.
;i M ll | l l] i milMMIH rrT
.3*U 0»l|3:ij^44 l4l4ftWl llF
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METAL WORKING MACHINERY
Advantages of individual motor drive.
The advantages of individual motor drive may "be summed up
as follows:
(1) Better control and greater range in speed and closer
speed regulation. The average increment of speed increases in
a
belt driven machine tool is about 50$. In an adjustable-speed
motor it is 10 to 20$.
(2) Increased output and decreased cost of production due
in part to increase in amount of power available in motor over
that
transmitted by belts.
(3) Increased light and cleanliness by elimination of dust
and belting.
(4) Greater economy in transmission, especially when tools
are running only a part of the time, as there is no loss due to
driving belts and shafting when tool is idle.
(5) Reduced cost of repair and maintenance, owing to absence
of shafts hangers, pulleys, and belts.
(6) Head room for cranes.
(7) More economical disposition of floor space and more
convenient location of tools. Machines can be placed to best
possible advantage with regard to light and sequence of operation
Additional tools can be readily added to equipment or location
changed without any changes which are necessary in shafting when
belt driven tools are used.
(8) Use of portable tools which permits of bringing one or
more tools to the work and thus performing several operations at
the same time on a large casting.
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(9) Reduced cost of building as absence of shafting simpli-
fies construction.
(10) Reduced cost of installation in many cases, especially
for tools in isolated positions where expensive shafting and
hangers would exceed cost of applying individual motors.
(11) Greater reliability and steadiness of power of freedom
from stoppage of a number of tools as in the case of a hot bearing
or broken belt.
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36 a
operation and upkeep; any speed desired v/ithin a ratio of four
to one; many speed combinations, allowing the slowest cutting
and highest return speed to be combined; freedom from shocks,
permitting the quickest reversals possible without jar; quiet
operation; sparkless commutation; and positive and safe control
within easy reach of the operator.
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METAL WORKING MACHINERY •
Power requirements.
The following empirical formulae were taken from an article
by J. M. Barr, Elect. Jour., Vol. II, P- H (1905).
The power required by Engine lathes , using one cutting tool
of water-hardened steel at a cutting speed of about
20' per min.
,
is p = 0.15 R - 1, in hp.
,
where R is the swing of the lathe in inches.
Heavy engine lathes , such as forge lathes require
P = . 234 R - 2 , in hp .
,
The power required by standard Boring mills (R 30") using
one cutting tool of water-hardened steel at a cutting speed of
about 20'/min * is
_ .
_
' p = 0.25 R - 4, m hp.
,
where R is the swing of the mill in inches.
The power required by standard Milling machines using water-
hardened cutters running at about 20' /min., is
P =s 0.3 L, in hp.
,
where L is the distance between housings in inches.
The power required by standard Drill presses using water-
hardened steel drills running at a peripheral speed of approximate
ly 20'/min * * is
P « 0.06 R
For heavy radial-drill presses
P = 0.1 R
where R is the capacity of the drill in inches-
The power required by standard Planers using water-hardened
steel at cutting speeds of about 20 '/min., return speed
about
60 7mm., is P=s3L .
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For heavy forge planers
P « 4.92 L
where L is the width in feet between housings.
Average practice for Normal crank Blotters using water-
hardened steels, cutting speeds from 15 to 20' /min. , is
Stroke in inches --10 18 30
Horse-power 5 7 10
Shapers using water-hardened steels, at cutting speeds of from
15-20' /min,
,
Stroke in inches 16 18 24 30
Horse-power 3 3.5 5 6.5
Operating Speeds of Various Machines Tools .
Saws, "band (hot iron and steel) 200-300'/min. at rim.
Grindstones 800 '/min. at rim.
Emery wheels — 5000 '/min. at rim.
Drills for wrought iron 12 '/min. outer edge.
Drills for cast iron 8 '/min.
Milling cutters for brass 120 '/min. "
Milling cutters for cast iron 60 '/min.
Milling cutters for wrought iron 50 '/min.
Milling cutters for wrought steel 35 '/min.
Screw cutting (gun metal, etc.) --30 '/min. at circum.
Screw cutting (steel) — 8' /min.
Boring (cast iron) 10 '/min.
Sawing (brass) 70 '/min.
Sawing (gun-metal) 30 '/min.
Sawing (steel) 25'/min.
Sawing (wrought iron) 30' /min. ,T
Sawing (cast iron) 20 '/min.
rr
n
n
n
n
'CI
R
u
IT
It
Tt
IT
IT
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Metal Working Machinery.
Power requirements. Tests.
Power required "by Portable Armature Drills.
(Andrew Stewart, before Glasgow Techn. College Se. Soc.)
Size
of
Jlool
Spindle
rev. per
min.
.. ..
.
,— _
Wt.of Diam. Depth
tool hole, hole
,
Ik*; in. t in.
Time,
sec.
Metal Watts
Watts per
lb. metal
per minute
.
Breast 800 13 3/8 1.5 65 oX" "~3oT~1
i
HG§
1 M 1
» 1
4oO 17 1/2 1.0 120 C.I. 330 4230
T HIT O1 M d o p;n 30 5/8 0.5 1 40
\ j
steel 495 8448
IMS
j
OKA 30 ! 7/8 1.5 70 C.I. 660 3300
T HIT Cf1 M 3 J.OU 32 1 1.5 120 C.I. 550 3666
1 M 3 lOU
I
32 1 0.5 80 ; steel 495 6447
1 M 3 loo 32 1-1/4 1.5 i 180 C.I. ; 440 4125
1 M 4 JLOO 52 2 1.5 j 180
[
C.I. \ 990
770
;
2564
3 M 3 150 1 48 1-1/4 jl. 5 120 C.I. j 3200
3 M 4 100 i 58 1-1/4 2.75 105
j
1
J
1
3 M 4 100 58 1-3/4 3.0 ) 240
j
j C.I. jl540 | 3286
3 M 4 : ioo 58 ; 2 2.0 150 ; c.i.t Il880 2940
3 M 4 \ 100 58 2-15/642.75 240 c.i.
1 2200
j
! 3040
3 M 4 100 58 2 1.3 150 |Mild
! steel
!
: 1860
)
1
! 4650
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Power requirements. (Tests).
lathes
.
1- 1.5 HP driving Jones
lathe
.
& Lamson standard 2" x 24" flat
1- o HP ii Hendey Norton, 16" engine lathe.
1- O 1 HP TT Putnam 18" x 16' engine lathe.
1- 10 HP II Pond 36" x 10' engine lathe.
1- 2 EP motor driving 20" x 10' Engine medium (Bstimat
1- 2 HP TT IT 18" x 10 1
1- o<i HP IT 11 16" x 8'
1- 3 HP IT TT 2" x 24 1 flat turret.
±- rr HP II II 21" heavy screw machine
.
1- 1 HP II II 20" Universal monitor for "brass.
1- 2 HP IT TT 18" IT II
IT IT
1 -2 HP II IT 16" Fox lathe with turret.
1- HP TT TT 12" Speed lathe.
1- rt R HP TT IT 90" driving wheel, lathe-
1- i • O HP TT II 80" " " lathe.
1- HP II 11 42" truck wheel tire turning.
cD HP TT IT Axle heavy for drivers.
1- D HP It TT Axl e , double head
.
1- O HP II IT 48" x 14' Engine heavy.
1- «2 HP IT n 36" x 16'
1- 3 HP TT IT 30" x 12'
1- 2 HP TT TT 28" x 12' "
1-2.5 HP IT II 26" x 8' " very heavy.
1- 7.5 HP IT TT 88" Wheel lathe.
1- 5 HP IT TT 72" IT IT
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Power requiremenos iiebT-b;
Lathes, oont
.
1-2 HP 1notor driving Single head axle.
1-5 EP TT n Double
1-4 KP tl IT 36" x 16'
1-3 HP IT TT 33" x 18'
1-3 HP TT tl 30" x 12'
1-5 HP IT II 24" x 16' lathe.
1-5 HP TT II 42" x 14'
"
1-2 HP TT IT 28" x 12*
"
1-7 .5 HP TT IT 38" x 44' Shaft lathe-
1-10 EP TT It 62" x 30' Putnam lathe.
1-7 .5 HP TT IT 36" x 25' "
"
1-6 EP TT TT 90" Driving wheel lathe.
1-5 HP TT II 48" Lathe.
1-5 EP TT IT 22" Shaft lathe.
1-4 HP TT IT 32" Lathe.
Planers
.
1- 30 HP motor belted to 10 x 10 x 20 Niles planer.
1- 25 HP TT IT " 8 x 8 x 20 Pond
"
1- 15 HP TT TT " 5.5 x 5 x 12 Pond
"
1- 3 HP IT IT " 2.25 x 2.5 x 6 Gray
"
l- 20 HP
TT IT " IJiles 8' planer.
1- 15 HP IT driving 36" x 12' Woodward & Powell planer.
1- 10 HP IT IT g( x 30 x 8 Woodward & Powell planer.
1- 20 EP 11 TT 56" x 56" x 12' Gray planer.
1- 15 HP IT TT 42" x 42" x 20' Planer
1- 5 HP II TT Dallrtt & Co., portable deck.
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Power requirements, cont
Planers
,
cont
.
1- 15 HP motor driving 54" planer.
J.- J.U TTP
tt IT 42" IT
1 -7 ^JL— / • O XIX IT
IT 52" IT
JL— lO TTP 11 TT 60" X 60"
TT 25' Pond planer.
J. «-> TTPn.r
TT TT 36" X 36" X 10 • " "
1-7.5 HP TT TT 36" X 36" X 10' Planer.
1- 5 HP IT IT 24" X 24" X 6
1 Pond planer.
1-7.5 HP TT IT 48" X 54" X 14' Planer.
1- 10 HP IT TT 42" X 42" X 16
1 Planer
1-7.5 HP TT TT 38" X 38" X 10 f
1- 5 HP TT IT 30" X 30" X 8'
Planers (G . A. Gray & Go.
,
CJincinnati, 0.)
Size (Spur-geared)
:
CO TT 24" 26" 28" 30" 32"
HP recommended 2.5 3.5 4 5 6
Size: 36" Extra heavy 42" 48" 56" 72" Frog
HP: 8 12 15 15 25
Size (Spiral-geared)
:
30" 38" 48" 60" 72"
HP: 6 8 15 20 25
Shapers .
1- 2 HP motor driving 24" Cincinnati shaper.
1- 3 HP " IT 18" IT IT
1- 5 HP " IT 18" Shaper
•
1- 3 HP " TT 16" Traveling head shaper
1- 2 HP " IT 16" IT IT IT
1- 2 HP " Tf 16" Shaper
.
1- 2 HP " II 14" TT
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Power requirements , eont
.
Shapers , cont
.
1- 2 HP motor driving 12" Shaper.
5 gp " " 20 x 6" Richards side planer.
1- 3 HP " " #5 Mills & Merrill key-seat er.
1- 5 HP TI ,T Oolburn key-seat er.
Shapers , "Rockford" Joseph T..Ryerson & Son.
Shaper HP. Speed variation Maximum speed.
14" Single geared 2 5-1 1500
ncil II " 2 5-1 XOUU
16" Back " 2.5 3-1 1500
iXn n » k 3-1 150020
24
3
n n n 4 3-1 1500
Milling machines . „ .ia± & — Kearney & Trecker Co., Milwaukee.
1- 3 HP motor driving #1B,24" table feed, 17" vert. feed, 8" crossi
1- 5 HP^tor #2B,30" " » 18" vert. " 10" crosii
1-7.5 motor " #3B,36" " - 19" " IS" cros|
feed
.
1- 20 HP motor " #5,20" x 60" Ingersoll heavy duty miller.
1- 10 HP " * #3,14" X 18" •
nun
Boring Mills . .
1- 5 HP motor driving, Driving wheel quartering machine.
1- 3 HP " " Rod- borer -
1-7.5 HP " " 84" Boring and turning, two heads
1- 5 HP " " 62"
1- 5 HP " n 37"
1- 5 HP " " 30"
1-7.5 HP " " Cylinder boring machine.
1- 20 HP " " 1°' Pond boring mill.

Power requirements, cont.
Boring mills, cont
.
1-7.5 EP motor driving #1 Uewton floor boring mill
1- 15 HP B " 7 1 Betts.
1-7.5 HP " " 51" Baush.
1- 5 HP " " Ga^ wheel "borer.
1- 5 HP B " 80" Boring mill.
1- 5 HP " " 39"
1- 3 HP " " 39" Yert. Boring mill.
1- 5 HP " " 36" Gar wheel Boring mill.
1-7.5 HP " " 8 1 B.M. with si otter.
Drill Presses.
1- 2 EP motor driving 40" Vertical drill press.
1- 2 HP " " 4-Spindie Gang " "
1-7.5 HP " " 30" Vertical " "
1- 2 HP " ,T 40" " "
"
1- 2 HP ° " 36" " "
"
1- 2 HP " " 20"
1- 5 EP " " 8-Spindle arch-bar drill-
1- 2 HP " " Cotter drilling machine.
Brills, Radial.
1- 5 HP motor driving #6 Baush.
1- 5 HP " " 5' Radial drill.
1- 5 HP " " H
1- 5 HP " n V2 W " " heavy.
1- 3 HP " " 60" " " "
1- 2 HP " " 48" " " medium.

VMS
Power requirements oont .j v> i-t w •
Drills, Multiple.
1- 10 HP motor driving Uiles 6 -Spindle multiple drill.
Punches
.
1- 10 HP mot or driving #3 double punch.
1- 10 HP n it #4 single IT
1- 5 HP it n #8 " it
1-7 .5 HP it it #3 horizontal punch.
1- 3 HP it IT Cine innati 5/8 x 5/8, 10" & 15" throat.
1- 3 HP TT It n 5/8 x 5/8, 12" & 24"
1- 4 HP It II n 5/8 x 5/8, 36"
1- 7.5 HP It It
n 1" x 1" , 36"
1- 5 HP It It it 3/4 x 3/4,
Shears.
1- 3 HP motor driving
Length knives. Hght .Opening
1-1/2" sq. shear 13" 7"
1- 4 HP II it 1-3/4" sq. • " 18" 8"
1- 7 HP It it 2"
it 2.9 n 9"
1- 11 HP It it 2-1/2" " " 22" 10"
1- 13 HP II it 3 " 26" 10"
1- 7.5 HP II n #3 Lennox Bevel. 1" steel.
1- 7.5 HP 11 it 3/4" " Rotary splitting (Housing type)
.
1- 4 HP II ti 1/4" " Tt " (Throat type) .
1- 7.5 HP " " Shear & Hot
cold spring steel , Punch cap
5" x 1-1/4".
punch. Shear cap. 6" x l/2"
.
1" hole hot spring steel

Power requirements, cont.
Shears
,
cont
.
Motor Driven Alligator Shear. Joseph T . Ryerson & Son, Chicago.
Motor Drive
No. Capacity Length
of
knives
—
Height of
Opening
Horse
Power
Required
Size
of
Belt
Speed o±
Pulleys
Cuts
per
minute
.
1M 1 F sq. 13 inch. 7 inch. 3 4 ,T 200 R.P.M. 50
2M 1 f" sq. 18 inch- 8 inch. 4
6" 182 R.P.H. 45
3M 2" sq. 19. inch. 9 inch
.
7 6" 190 R.P.M. 40
4M 2 in sq. 22 inch. 10 inch. 11 8" 160 E.P.M. 35
5M 3" sq. 26 inch. 10 inch. 13 8" 190 R.P.I,!. 30
Slotting machines
.
1-7 .5 HP motor driving 18" Hewton slotter.
1- 5 EP n n 14"
TT TT
1- 3 HP tt TT 8"
TT TT
1- 4 HP !I TT 14" TT
TT
1- 4 HP ii TT 24" TT
TT
1-7 .5 HP IT TT 18"
TT TT
1- 5 HP TT IT 14"
TT TT
1- 3 HP TT TT 10" TT
TT
1- 5 HP TT TT Colhurn Keyseater.
Miscellaneous .
1- 5 HP motor driving 10" Jarecki Pipe cutter.
1- 3 HP " " 28" x 5 1 Spring forming roll and fitting
tahle
.
1- 5 HP motor driving Nibbing (cap.l/2") & Trimming (cap. 6" x
machine
.
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Power requirements, cont.
Miscellaneous , oont.
1-7.5 HP motor driving Tapering roll & Swegging machine, cap.
6" x 1/2". a . x
1- 2 HP motor driving 1" double. (Acme Machine Co., Cleveland,©.)
1-2.5 HP " " 1-1/2" »
1-7.5 HP " " l n Bolt Header.
1- 15 HP " n 1-1/2" Bolt Header
.
1- 10 HP " " 1-1/2" " " and forger.
1- 3 HP " n Corrugating machine.
1- 30 HP " " 5" Upsetting machine.
1- 15 HP " " Open die rivet and track holt machine.
(Acme Co.)
„
1- 52 HP motor driving High speed friction saw, cap. 15 , 8Qf
beams
.
1- 15 HP motor driving 30" Vertical grinder.
1- 7 HP " " #2 Taylor Universal tool grinder.
1- 5 HP " " Automatic screw machine.
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OFFICE BUILDINGS , HOTELS, ETC
.
With the increase in size of such buildings as Office "build-
ings, Hotels, and Department Stores, it is seen that an ever in-
creasing field for electric power application is opened. One of
the most important phases is the elevators. This will only he
taken up here as it applies directly to this special service. In
Hotels another phase is that of refrigeration. This will also he
taken up more in detail under a separate head. In Department
Stores are found applications of electric power to escalators,
bundle carriers, air compressors for pneumatic tube systems. In
all large buildings are now found elaborate systems for ventilation
vacuum cleaning and in many cases fire pumps.
Although in some instances it is found advisable to install
a power plant in the building, nevertheless this has some draw-
backs. Many ov/ners find it more convenient and economical to use
Central Station heat, and in that case an extra power plant would
entail higher insurance rates. The extra expense of engineers and
firemen is another item to be considered. In nearly all cases
Central Station power is more desirable. While it would be inter-
esting to present comparative cost data on installations where
Central Station service has completely superseded a private plant,
such figures would be of little value unless all conditions were
known. Each case must be treated specifically giving consideration
to such items as rental of floor space occupied by generating e-
quipment in the particiilar location in question; duration of heating
season, cost of coal, labor, etc., all of which vary with the
location. One of the strongest arguments tha* can be advanced by
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Office Buildings, Hotels, etc., oont
.
the Central Station salesman in soliciting such business is to
name the more prominent establishments purchasing power. In this
connection the accompanying list of imposing hotels, all of which
are purchasing power, will indicate what progress has been made
by Central Station companies in supplying energy for hotel service
Touraine Boston, Mass.
Genesee Buffalo, N.Y.
Powers Rochester, N.Y.
Kernans-— Baltimore, Md.
New Willard Washington, D.C
Raleigh Washington,D.C
.
Colonial — Cleveland, 0.
Staetler — Cleveland, 0.
Anderson-— —Pittsburg, Pa.
Henry Watterson Louisville, Ky.
Gault House---- Louisville, Ky.
Pfister Milwaukee , Wis.
west Indianapolis, Ind.
St. Paul-— St. Paul, Minn.
Pontchartrain Detroit, Mich.
Densmore Kansas City, Mo.
Jefferson St. Louis, Mo.
Maryland St. Louis, Mo.
Marquette St. Louis, Mo.
Sherman Chicago, 111.
Albany Denver, Colo.
Grand Cincinnati, 0.
Washington Seattle , Wash
.
St. Francis San Francisco, Cal.
Ritz-Carlton Philadelphia, Pa.
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PRINTING AED APPIED TRADES.
From the inception of commercially distributed electric
power, the printing trades were among the first to apply it to meet
their exacting requirements .The advantages of electric power may
be summarized as follows:
The printing establishment employing central station power
may be located in the most desirable business section of the town
or city, where light, airy and easily accessible rooms are available
whereas, if a steam or internal combustion is used a combination of
suitable location and adequate power is seldom obtainable.
The reliability of motor drive and the absence of belts etc.
as well as the continuity of power supply from central station
source is a very important item in the printing trade.
A certain degree of speed variation is required with print-
ing and binding machinery owing to the great variety of the work
performed. With electric drive these variations can easily be ob-
tained and insure a maximum amount and quality of work with a given
force of operatives.
The economy of space and the increased cleanliness of the
shop due to the absence of shafting and belting is an important
item in many eases.
Motor-driven presses closely approach theoretical conditions
for maximum production.
The friction losses due to shafting and belting are done
away with and a large amount of power is saved by the fact that the
motor is running only when the press is in operation.
Other advantages are: Accident risks decreased in proportion
to elimination of shafting, belting, etc.; closer and more accurate
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Priating ddl U. Allied Trades, cont.
"basis for determining productive costs* enlarged power
capacity
almost instantly availabl<" » economical handling of overtime
work;
practical freedom from fire risks; lower insurance rates.
Applications
.
Paper Cutters
,
1- 2 HP 1800 RPM motor driving 36" paper cutter.
1- 2 HP "
IT 48" Osage paper cutter.
1-1/4 HP TT 30" paper shears.
1- 3 HP
IT 40" " "
1- 1 HP "
tT 30" "
1- 2 HP 1150 RPM °
IT 45" Seybold cutter.
1- 5 HP 1200 RPM " belted to 44" Holyoke paper cutter.
1- 2 HP 1100 RPM " TT " 34" Monarch "
"
1-1 .5 HP 1075 RPM " . TT
IT g^TT IT n "
1- 3 HP 1040 RPM "
IT " 44" Sheridan " n
1-1 .5 HP 1400 RPM " TT " 44" Brown & carver paper
cutter.
1- 2 HP 1800 RPM n TT " 36" paper cutter.
1- 3 HP 1800 RPM " TT
„ 35 n IT "
1- 3 HP 1200 RPM " TT " 36" Seybold paper cutter.
1- 2 HP 1150 RPM " IT " 44"
TT
"
"
1- 5 HP 950 RPM "
IT It gQTT it " rT
1- 3 HP 1200 RPM " TT " 48" Sheridan auto. paper cutter.
1- 1 HP 1175 RPM " TT " 32" Perfection paper cutter.
1- 1 HP 1200 RPM TT TT " 30" Advance paper cutter.
1- 3 HP 1220 RPM " TT " 44" White "
"
1- 5 HP 980 RPM
" II " 68" 20th Century Seybold paper
cutter.

xriiiL'iii.^; ctllU. Allied Trades, cont.
Printing Presses
.
1- 1/4 HP DC motor driving 8" x 10" Gordon press.
1- 1/2 HP DC n 8" x 16"
TT TT
1- 4 HP DC " #3 Miehl e press.
1
1- 5 HP DC " " #4-0 " TT
1- 3 HP 500 RPM motor driving #3 Miehle 2 roller press
,
1- 5 HP 1850 RPM DC motor driving #3 Miehle 4 roller press.
X J. • *J HP 1100 RPM DC
TT TT 34" " 2 roller pony press.
1- 1 HP 600 RPM DC n
TT 14" x 22" Colt armory press.
1- 1 HP 1550 RPM DC TT
TT 10" x 15" " " "
1-1/2 HP 1500 RPM DC n belted to 10" x 15" Cd.lt
"
1- 1 HP 1200 RPM DC TT TT " 11" x 17" Rotary Auto.
"
1- 1 HP 1400 RPM DC TI IT " 15" x 18" Platen press.
1-2.5 HP DC TT TT " 24" x 36" Huber-Hodgeman
1- 1
press.
HP 1800 RPM AC TT TT " 8" x 12" Chandler Price pres:!
Printing Presses, Cylinder.
1-7.5
RPM
HP 1200/A8 motor belted to 16" x 28" cyl. press-
1- 5 HP 1800 RPM DC motor belted to 39" x 52" cyl. press.
1- 3 HP 1800 RPM DC TT TT " 28" X 42" "
"
1- 4 HP 1950 RPM DC TT TT " 36" x 50"
"
1- 5 HP 1800 RPM DC TT IT TT #3 Miehle 29" x 46" cyl.
1- 5
press
.
HP 1800 RPM DC TT TI " #00 » 40" x 56"
"
1- 3
press
HP 1200 RPM DC TT TT « #3 " 29" x 44" " press
1- 3 HP 1200 RPM DC TT TT n |4 tt ti x 41n TT IT
1-1.5 HP 1125 RPM DC TT TT tt tt pony "
"
1- 3 HP 1800 RPM AC TT IT TT
IT ggTT TT TT
1- 2 HP 1500 RPM DC TT TT " Swink 25" x 38"
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Printing and Allied Trades, oont
.
Printing Presses, Cylinders » oont.
1-3.5 HP 1000-1260 RPM motor belted to Century
24" X 36" cyl. press,
1-5.5 HP 900-1175 RPM
"
n
n
IT
T1
TT
#3 Miehle 29"x 44" "
#00000 TT 65" "
7f00
TT 56" "
#00 TT 56"
#000 TT 62" "
#1 n 52"
#00 IT 56"
#2 TT 50"
12" x 15" Platen job
8" x 12" TT
TT
12" x 15" tt n
n
TT
TT
TT
IT
II
1- 5 HP 1100 RPM DC
1- 4 HP 950 RPM DC
1- 5 HP 1100 RPM DC
1- 5 HP 1060 RPM DC
1- 4 HP 1080 RPM DC
1- 4 HP 1025 RPM DC
1- 3 HP 1100 RPM DC
1-1/2 HP 1480 RPM DC
1-1/2 HP 1800 RPM DC
1-1/4 HP 1800 RPM DC
1-1/4 HP 1800 RPM DC
1-1/4 HP 1850 RPM DC
1-1/2 HP 1165 RPM AC
1-1/4 HP 1165 RPM AC
1-1/2 HP 1600 RPM DC
1-1/2 HP 1600 RPM DC
1- 1 HP 1200 RPM DC
Printing Presses (Newspaper)
1- 25 HP 750 RPM DC motor driving Gobs Duplex,
Cap. 30000 per nr.
1- 15 HP 1800 RPM AC " " Acme 16
page newspaper pres
1- 20 HP 800 RPM AC " " Howe
16
1- 35 HP 550 RPM DC " " Hoe
24" st. line p.
Other Machinery .
1-1/5 HP 1800 RPM AC motor geared direct to linotype
machine.
TT
TT
TT
" 8" x 12" Gordon "
" 1/2 Medium "
" 12" x 15" h Q
" 8" X 12" C & C
" 8" x 12" Gordon "
" 10" X 15"
" 14" x 22" Thompson "
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Other Machinery , cont
.
1- 1/2 EP 1200 RPM AC motor belted to linotype machine.
1-1 HP 1200 RPM DC " " to 12 x 16 & 32 x 44 Dexter
joh paper folder
.
1-1 HP 600. RPM DC motor " to 32" x 44" paper folder.
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PUMPS AND COMPRESSORS.
Pumping machinery is necessary in nearly every industry
and in many, such as irrigation, water supply, sewage disposal,
drainage, and fire-fighting equipment, it is very important. The
adaptability of the electric motor to this class of machinery
has long "been recognized and many installations of "both recipro-
cating and centrifugal pumps are seen in daily use and under some
of the most trying conditions.
The initial cost of installation of a motor-driven pump
is considerably less than that of a steam-driven pump. The loca-
tion of a motor-driven pump need not have any relation to the
source of supply of power while in a steam plant care must he
taken not to have long lines of piping with its accompanying loss
of energy. In mines where the passages are necessarily small,
the transmission wires for a motor-drive pump can he handled with
little difficulty while with steam special shafts might he re-
quired.
Pumps
Power Requirements.
The driving power required by a centrifugal pump will vary
directly with the product of the capacity and the head. It will
be of assistance in this connection to consider a concrete example
the conditions of which are as follows: Capacity, 800 gal/min;
static suction 5 ft.; suction pipe 25 ft. long, 6" diam. , one 90
degree bend; static discharge head, 34 ft. discharge pipe, 500 ft.
long 6" diam., one 90 degree bend; current 60 cycle, three phase,
220 volts. The total static head is 39 ft. Adding 21 ft. for
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friction and velocity (determined from hand-book tables, using
the pipe dimensions as a basis) the total net head amounts
to
60 ft. The pump manufacturer finds that a 6" single
stage, double
suction pump will fill the requirements very nicely and
guarantees
an efficiency of 70$. The horse-power is then obtained by the
use of the following formula:- _
Gal. per rnin. x head m ft.
Brake horse-power = """""""I
= 17 '°
5960 s eff
.
From this it is evident that a 20 HP motor should be used, as
it
is the nearest commercial size-
Pumps and Compressors
Applications
.
1- 75 HP motor driving Fairbanks-Morse vert .cent .pump , cap.
3000-4000 gal/min. _
1-300 HP RPM motor dir. con. to 6-stage, 1000 GPM centrifugal pump
1-170 HP 300-450 RPM motor geared to 10" Quintuple* pump with
1-1000 HP
4
720 RPlfmotor dir. con. to 5000 GPM, 6-stage cent, pump
with 500' head. , ,
1-150 HP 700-1200 RPM motor DC. to 4- stage , 10" cent. 330
head,
1-150 HP moto/driving cent, pump rated 2000 GPM, 125' head.
1- 75 HP KV-A 1200 RPM s*n. motor driving 1200 GPM, 2-stage
cent
.
v/ith 160' head.
1-100 HP 750 RPM motor driving 5000 GPM, 1-stage cent, pump
against 50' head.
Pumps C ent rifugal
•
1- 5 HP 800 RPM AC motor cent, circulating pump.
1-7.5 HP 1200 RPM AC " dir. con. to 4" Wheeler cent. pump.
1- 25 HP 900 RPM AC " belted to 6" cent. pump.
1- 25 HP 1800 RPM AC " dir. con. to 8" Rolter cent. pump.
1-7.5 HP 1290 RPM AC " " " " cent, pump, Cap. 750,000
gal/day
.
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1- 20 HE 900 KPM AC motor dir. con. to cent, pump, Cap. 1500 gal/
min
.
Centrifugal Sand .
1- 50 HP 1800 RPM A8 motor belted 8" 600 RPM cent, sand pump.
L.F.2.9fo.
1- 75 HP 900 RPM AC " " 8"
L.F. 14$
Plunger pumps .
1- 100 HP 690 RPM AC motor geared to 10" x 12/' Hor. Duplex outside
cent, packed pump, Cap. 700 gal/min. against head at
45 RPM. n . n
1- 35 HP 720 RPM AC motor geared to 9.5" x 15" Triplex single
acting pump, Cap. 495 gal/min. , pressure 185f,
39 RPM, Av.L.I 1 . 26$.
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Applications
.
Lawrence Centrifugal Pumps, Class B- For lifts from
Ho. Suction
pipe , in.
Discharge
pipe, in.
Economical Cap.
gal. per rain.
H r 3.0 r (3ciOIl
FT. of lift.
1 1.5 1 25
,028
1.5 2 1.5 70
.05
2 2.5 2 100
.08
3 3.5 3 250
.15
4 4.5 4 450
.27
5 6 5 700
.36
6 6 6 1200
.65
8 8 8 2000
1.10
10 10 3000 1.60
12 12 12 4200
2.15
15 15 15 7000
3.50
18 18 18 10000
5.00
24 24 24 18000
7.60
30 30 30 25000
10.50
36 36 36 35000
14.75
Hote: The economical capacity corresponds to a flow not
exceeding 10 ft. per second in the delivery-pipe. Small pipes
and high rate of flow cause a great loss of power.
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Applications.
Water Pumps
1- 7.5 HP 900 RPM AG motor geared to 00 gal/min. hot or cold
water pump.
1- 4.5 HP 900 RPM AG
water pump.
1-3 HP 1200 RPM AG n TI IT
1- 10 HP 1200 RPM DC
min.
1- 7.5 HP 2400 RPM DC
chained '
belted '
dir. con.'
gQ »T n " TT TT
Ice water circulating pump.
Triplex pump, Cap. 144 gal/
2.5"x 2" ATberger pump.
10"xl2" Deane. Cap. 204 gal/
5", 3-stage cent. Cap. 500
7" x 8" Deane triplex, Cap.
1- 40 HP 1200 RPM AC "
min, 25 strokes.
1- 40 HP 1800 RPM AC " " "
gal/min. 225 T head.
1- 20 HP 900 RPM AC motor " "
180 gal/min. 45 strokes. *
1- 15 HP 1800 RPM AC motor dir. con. to pump, Cap. 80000 to
100000 gal/day.
Approximate General Dimensions, Weights, Speeds, Etc.
Air Compressors j_
DC AC DCACpCjAC
T
D G D C AC
Piston displacement
,
cu. ft. per min. 15 25
Max. press. lbs. per sq.in. 90 90
(600 600
(250 250
(125 125
Voltage
Cylinder diam. in.
Stroke , inches
R.p.m. compressor
R.p.m. motor
Approx. kw. input
25 35 35: 50 50
90 90 90! 90 90
550 600 550 550 550
440 4401 250 440
220 220 220
100
135i
600
110 110 110
4-1/8 4 f 4 f 5 i 5 i 7 4 7 f(ld 10J
4-7/8 6 6 7 7 5 5
200 203 203 ; 182 182 183 183
100
155
550
440
I 220
1 110
175 175
( #750! 1027 £750 1100#750 72^750
1094 1110 (*1200 *800 *80Q *80C|
2.5 4.2
(*1200
4.5
$900
6.3 8.8
1900
19
$90C
20
# Synchronous speed of 25 cycle induction motor.
* Synchronous speed of 40 cycle induction motor.
$ synchronous speed of 60 cycle induction mooor. n 4^n
Incases where the d.c. operating voltages vary from the listed
voltage within 10$, the piston displacement will vary in direct pro-
portion ;
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REFRI'GrERAT ION
.
The application of electricity to ice and refrigerating
plants offers the same advantages over steam as in any other indus-
try. The steady character of the load insures a low operating
cost, and the absence of contamination "by grease and dirt makes the
quality of the product vastly superior to that turned out by steam
driven plants. Where electric power is used the use of coal with
its attendant troubles and annoyances may be eliminated.
The two general methods employed in the manufacture of ice
are the can system and the plate system. Both of these systems re-
quire compressors to supply the necessary liquid gas for freezing.
In addition to the actual manufacture of ice, numerous
refrigerating plants are operated from electric motors, the liquid
ammonia or other gas being used for cooling the brine which is
circulated through the compartments or coils which it is desired.
Horse Power per ton of Refrigeration for Ammonia Gompression
Machines. (From Paper read by Thos. Shipley before A.S.R.E-)
The question of horse-power per ton of refrigeration for
compression machines is a broad one and one that is very indefinite,
owing to the fact that no set of conditions have been laid down and
adopted by the engineering fraternity as the standard conditions
under which a ton of refrigeration shall be calculated. The best
that can be done at present is to tabulate the power that is re-
quired to do the work of one ton of refrigeration, taking in the
usual conditions under which refrigeration and ice-making machines
operate. Then with suction and condensing pressures given, together
with the condition under which the compressor is to be operated,
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the capacity of the compressor and the horse-power per ton can he
determined with reasonable accuracy. An idea of the range of such
a table can be had by reference to a table published by one of the
manufacturers, shown in Table I.
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The above table represents the minimum theoretical power
utilized in a compressor to compress sufficient ammonia gas,
which, when liquified at the pressure stated, will, upon
being
evaporated from the temperature corresponding to said pressure
to the temperature corresponding to the pressure in the
evapor-
ating system, do the same amount of work as is done by
the
melting of one ton of ice. In other words the assumption is
that the compressor is working at 100% efficiency that is,
dry compression without any loss from superheating, clearance
or any other cause. It is necessary to know the actual effi-
ciency of a compressor before the horsepower per ton can be
calcula ted.
The following table is based on tests the York Mfg. Co.,
run with its plant in York, Pa., and it gives the efficiency,
displacement and compressor horsepower per ton of refrigeration
for both single and double acting machines for several
condencing and suction pressures.
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Refrigeration.
Capacities of Ice Machines and Horse-power required.
(Based on condensing water of a temperature of /0 degrees 3?
Refrigerating Ice-making Horse-
Capacity in tons Capacity in tons power
per 24 hours. per 24 hours. required.
0.5 0.25 1
i 0.5 2
2 1 4
3 1.5 6
5 2.5 9
8 4 13
10 5 15
12 6 17
16 8 22
20 10 26
25 12.5 32
30 15 37.5
35 17.5 43
40 20 48
50 25 60
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1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1
1
1-
1-
1
1
1
1
1
5 HP 1800 RPM AG motor driving 1 ton Rumington loe Machine
6 HP 900 RPM AO " " 2.5
n loe Machine.
35 HP motor "belted to 25 ton Linde Ice Machine. Av.L.F.
2 HP 1800 RPM AC motor driving 1-ton Armstrong Ref. machine
T ft1 27 5^
belted to 15" Linde Ice Machine (19 boxes;35 HP 900 RPM AG
10 HP 1400 RPM DC
Av. L-F. 19.4$.
50 HP 514 RPM AG
Av. L.F. 16.13b.
13 HP 650 RPM DC
L.F. 20.7$ .
15 HP 1200 RPM AC
L.I?. 17$.
5 HP 1800 RPM DC
L.F. 19.7$.
30 HP AC
24.4$.
25 HP
2
35 HP
70
AC
DC
24.4$.
10 HP 800 RPM DC
L.F. 27.6$.
2 HP 1800 RPM AC
L.F. 20.6$.
15 HP 560 RPM DC
Av. L.F. 40.8$.
30 HP 600 RPM DC
Av. L.F. 22.2$.
-7.5 HP 900 RPM AC
-7.5 HP 1800 RPM AC
- 20 HP 720 RPM AC
Av. L.F. 30.6$.
5 HP 1800 RPM AC
Pump
.
12 HP 675 RPM DC
L.F. 17.9$.
35 HP 400-800" DC
18 HP 625 RPM DC
20 HP DC
10 HP DC
driving 7-ton Althoff " "
" 25-ton Vilter " "
belted to 7-rton Refrigeration Machine.
* to 7-ton " "
" to 3-ton Jones Compressor*
" to 40-ton Ice Machine. Av.L.F.
" to 40-ton " " Av. L.F.
" to 40-ton " " Av. L.F.
chained to 7-ton Ref. Machine Av.
belted to 2-ton Anderson Comp. Av.
" " 10-ton Larson Baker Comp.
" " 20-ton " " "
6.5-ton Wolf Compressor
4-ton Refrigerating Machine
15-ton Racine Ref. Machine,
Deming Triples: Circ. Brine
6-ton Rebsaneb Comp. Av.
20-ton Kroeshall "
10-ton
15-ton Barber "
6-ton ' "
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POWER EEQUIEEMENTS OF ROLLIEG MILLS, (From W. Sykes)
The subject .is one of great complexity due to the various
factors controlling power requirements and also to the
variations
in operating conditions in different works. The
subject of rolling
mills is one on which it is hardly possible to obtain
reliable infor-
mation from published data and the whole rolling mill
practice is
based on empirical knowledge gained by experience.
It will not be attempted to give any set of rules
for deter-
mining the correct size and characteristics of the
motor for driv-
ing any particular mill but rather to indicate
the lines along which
such problems must be studied and to give an idea of
the factor*
controlling the size and equipment required. Even
with full
knowledge of the conditions, considerable judgement is always
re-
quired in working out such problems.
In the first place, the size of the mill as determined
by
the size of the pinions or the width and diameter of
the rolls has
comparatively little to do with the size of motor required
to drive
it as the work performed by the same size mill may vary
several
hundred per cent. The fundamental basis on which the
size of motor
must be determined, is the product of the mill and
the tonnage
rolled. There are a great many other factors entering
into the
proposition which must be considered and dealing first
with the
product, the following are the principal in their usual
order of
importas©
e
1. Volume of metal displaced.
2. Method of displacement.
5. Temperature of the metal.
4. Glass of material.
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5. Rate of displacement.
6. Size of roll.
In the first two cases it can readily be seen how important
they are hut authorities do not agree and data is not at
hand to
give any direct hearing on the subject. The temperature of the
metal plays an important part in the power requirements. It
has
been indicated from tests that other things being equal, the
power
requirements vary practically as the tensile strength of the mater-
ial. The accompanying curve shows that the strength increases
quite rapidly after the temperature drops below 1400 degrees so
that in rolling thin sheets the power requirements increase
at a
very rapid rate.
As to the class of material it is found from tests that
providing the temperature is the same, the power required to dis-
place a given volume of metal, is practically independent of the
chemical composition of the steel. Indirectly though it has con-
siderable influence, as it is necessary to roll high carbon steels
at comparatively low temperatures so that the power consumption
for a given volume of displacement may be much higher than would
be the case when rolling mild steel.
As to the last two factors, it appears that although they
are not of much importance, they exert some influence. A low rate
of displacement requires a somewhat lower power and also small
rolls should require less power.
Prom the above discussion it can be seen that a theoretical
determination of the power required to drive a certain mill is
very uncertain as yet and the only practical way to arrive at
this
determination is to use previous installations as a basis for final
calculation.
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SHOE MACHINERY.
The application of electric power to the driving of shoe
machinery has proved advantageous not only in the direct reduction
of power cost, but also in the increased production for a given
factory equipment . Since shoe factories require live steam
through
out the year a boiler must necessarily he operated all the time.
A reduction of 25 per cent, in the cost of power by the use of
central station service would only be a small reduction in the
cost of manufacture, as the average energy consumption per pair
of shoes is one-third of a kilowatt-hour. The cost of a pair of
shoes manufactured for }2 could be itemized as follows: power,
0.5 %; labor, 20%; material 40$; all other charges, such as heat-
ing, overhead and fixed charges, etc. 39.5 % The percentages vary
somewhat in different factories. A 25 % decrease in the cost of
power does not, as will be seen from the foregoing, materially
reduce the cost of manufacture.
Shoe manufacture requires a large number of machines, each
taking a comparatively small amount of power, and operating at
constant speed. The load on each machine fluctuates rapidly and
at fairly regular periods. For these reasons, as well as for the
fact that the machines themselves are naturally rather closely
grouped together, group drive is, for the most part, generally
used. On account of the diversity factor among the machines, group
drive permits of the use of a fewer number of motors of much less
aggregate horsepower than could be obtained with individual drive-
in the most modern factories the motors are fastened to the
ceiling and wherever possible the mechanical drive is located on
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the floor below the driven machines. The
elimination of numerous
belts between overhead shafting and the machines
makes a safer and
cleaner installation, permits of better arrangement
of machinery,
and the most economical use of space. As the
shafting operating
the machines in the fitting department is located
beneath the tables
on which they are placed, the most compact
and best type of drive
is that of a motor placed on the floor
and direct-connected to the
shafting. Motors for use on either direct or
alternating-current,
and running at from 400 to 500 BPH are largely
used for this class
of work-
The accompanying table gives the actual
horse-power input
required to operate each machine. The size
motor needed to drive
a group of these machines depends on the load
factor and the amount
of shafting. The load factor of the average
group of machines will
vary from 25 to 75 per cent., depending on
the routing of material,
ease of operation, and condition and general
layout of the machines
themselves
.
Horsepower Input to Shoe Machinery.^
Horsepower.
0.4
Goodyear rapid stitching machine
—
Atlas stitching machine — -J-'g
Hercules stitching machine ^.o
Automatic stitching machine — £*|
McKay stitcher
~__ZZ qIe
Puritan stitcher " ~ '
-
~~~
_q*2
Sewing machines ~ *6
Knox end splitter ~ %
Stanley leather splitter ^.o
Amazon Ho. 7 skiving machine- VSS-Z- o 3
Tip skiver *-,
Stiffening skiver *
Goodyear channeling machine
McKay channeling machine
Welt and turn machine " ~*f-
Fisher channel turner
Goodyear channel turner — j
# *
McKay leaf turner
'
Q
'
Tip turner
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Horsepower Input to Shoe Machinery, cont
.
Horsepower
0.5
Consolidated hand laster "III ols
Lasting machine q*^
Pulling-over machine _ *Q
Adams sole cutter _
*
8
Single sole molder ZZZZZ o".6
Counter molder ~" ~~_ q * g
Twin molder " ~" q[ 5
Crimping machine
~~~_Z o!l
Clicking machine
Cementing machine ~ " *g
Beating-out machine -,* 5
Sole-laying machine " ___ * R
Slugging machine " ~ Q \\
Leather roller _ n
*«
Staple-fastening-machine ^
Chicago wire fastener _ Q
"
2
Knox beam dinker * 4
Goodyear welt machine--- "III
Welt beater "~ ZZZZZZZZZZZ z',0
Leveler ~ __ 2'
Four-foot die press ~~
•
Sole trimmer Zh—1- 1.0
Edge trimmer " " « "m
Edge pricker " " "~~
*
4
Single-edge setting machine--—
Union twin-edge setting machine-—
------- u-|
Eyelet machine "II o"l
Buttonhole machine ?
"
Lightning heel-nailing machine
Mayo heel-nailing machine — —
•
Heel-trueing machine "III cu4
Heel scourer " " ZZZZZZZZ o!s
Heel burnisher " 2*0
McKay heel trimmer ZZZZ CK5
Pricking machine ~ 1
*
5
Heel shaver ZZZ- q*^.
Sandpaper machine " ~ " # g
Buffing machine
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TEXTILE MA.CHIHERY.
Although the cost of power in textile mills is not five
per cent, of the value of the product, still the large size
of the
mills and the great value of this product enables great
savings
to he made in this department. It is said that the use of
motors
in cotton mills has been the means of increasing the
production froj.
two to ten per cent., depending on the efficiency of the
installa-
tion. This branch of the textile industry has attained the
largest
growth of any, the annual value of cotton products in the
united
States being more than $530,000,000. In the Southern states,
particularly in DTorth and South Carolina, will be found, by far,
the largest number of cotton mills
.
Before attempting an analysis of the power requirements
and
applications a clear understanding of the cycle of operations
must
be had. First, the raw cotton from the bales is drawn,
usually
by means of a suction conveyor, to the picker room. In the
opener
and breaker picker the cotton is beaten, the fibers loosened
and
the material converted from a dense matted mass- to a light
flaky
one. During this operation, also much of the dirt and sand
is
removed from the cotton. The fiber then passes to the intermedi-
ate and then to the finishing pickers, each of these machines
again beating the cotton, cleaning it and finally passing it to
perforated screens which compress the fiber and deliver it as
a
lap which is formed into a roll.
The carding room is the next department into which the cotton
is taken. The rolls from the pickers are placed on the
carders
where the fibers are drawn approximately parallel by a combing
process. The stock enters these machines as a sheet of lap
and is
IL
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converted into what is called sliver, a round string-like
mass ahout
one-half inch in diameter.
The use of combing machines in a mill depends entirely on
the
product being manufactured. In mills producing a fine grade of
yarn the combing process follows carding. The combing machines
supplement the work of the cards, sorting out the fibers to
a uni-
form length. The cotton leaves the combing department in
exactly
the same form as from the carding room.
Drawing is the next operation, the drawing frame receiving
the sliver from either the combers or cards. This machine simply
carries on to a greater degree the operation of drawing the fiber
parallel. In this machine, however, several ends of the sliver
are
fed between sets of drawing rolls and are drawn out into a single
sliver approximately equal in dimensions to the sliver fed into
the machine
.
The first twist given the yarn is on the slubbers. Sliver
from the drawing frames passes to the slubbers, which are
equipped
with drawing rolls and spindles, upon which bobbins are revolved,
winding the drawn and slightly twisted stock. The slubbing,
which
is the name of the product as it leaves these machines,
is then
taken to the roving frames, where it is further dravm out,
twisted
and wound on bobbins. The yarn then usually passes to
intermediate
frames and fine frames, these machines simply supplementing
the
drawing and twisting processes previously given the yarn.
The final preparatory process is spinning and the capacity
of a mill and the grade of the product depends on these machines.
On the spinning frames the yarn is still further drawn out
and giv-
en its final twist. Spinning is accomplished by either ring or
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mule frames. In the Southern mills ring spinning is almost
ex-
clusively employed. Prom the spinning room the yarn is sized
and
is either taken to the weave room or other mills.
The foregoing outline gives an idea of the processes in-
volved in the manufacture of cotton and it can he seen that the
requirements are such as to render electric drive advantageous.
Power requirements.
It is not feasible to give any specific figures on the
power requirements for mills since in no two installations are the
conditions the same.
Pickers are perhaps the largest individual power users in a
mill. The horsepower required to drive depends upon output and
whether the machine is a single or double -heater picker. From
4 to 6 horsepower is usually applied to pickers. These machines
are idle about 25 percent of the time.
Carding machines require about one horsepower each. They
are idle about 10 percent of the time for doffing.
Draw frames require about One-half horsepower per head. Thes
machines are idle about 20 percent of the time.
The power requirements of slubbers and rovers vary with the
number of bobbins, but averages about two horsepower per frame.
About 10 percent is allowed for stoppage time.
It is hard to specify the power requirements of spinning
frames, as so many items have to be taken into consideration, such
as speed of spindles, tightness and character of spindle band,
humidity, temperature, character of stock, etc. Generally, about
one horsepower per 70 spindles is taken as an average figure. An
allowance of about 10 percent is made for stoppage.
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The power requirements of looms also varies greatly. The
power required depends upon the size of the loom, which is deter-
mined by the size of the cloth, the character of the goods and the
construction of the loom. The requirements vary from 0.25 to
2 horsepower per loom.
In considering the nature of the textile load it will he
found that a very large proportion of textile machines are required
to run at constant speed. For this reason the most suitable type
of motor is the alternating-current motor, simplicity and lower
cost being the greatest.
The advantages of electric drive in cotton mills apply as
well in other textile industries. The continuity of output,
constant speed and reliability of the induction motor are all
desirable in this class of work.
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TOIIILATIOIJ.
Power requirements of fans, blowers, and exhausters.
The use of air in industrial work as a carrier of heat,
obnoxious gases, finely divided solids, etc., has become more
common than many imagine. Every time a certain volume of air is
moved, a certain definite amount of power is required, regardless
of the use to which the air is put, but depending upon the velocity
with which is it moved and the resistance in its path. There is no
simple rule for solving all problems, but each should be considered!
by itself and all conditions taken into account. Pans, blowers,
and exhausters are classified in three distinct groups according
to the mechanical construction and principles involved, namely,
- centrifugal, disc and positive. Any type of rotary air or gas-
handling device can be either a blower or an enhauster depending
on whether the device is used to drive the gas into a container
or "ko draw it out.
Centrifugal Fans are those in which the gases are drawn in
axially and discharges tangentially . Mechanically this type con-
sists of a number of rotating vanes which are generally enclosed
in a housing so as to direct the blast. The centrifugal type in
eludes steel plate fans, "Sirocco" fans, multivane fans, volume
and pressure blowers, and cone fans, the latter being substantially
a steel plate fan without housings. The name "Steel Plate" is
used by all manufacturers to indicate that the housing is made of
steel plate riveted or bolted to structural steel shapes. These
fans and exhausters are adapted to a wide range of service, being
especially suitable for heating and ventilating of buildings and
mines, drying systems for brick and lumber, and exhaust systems
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for handling fine material, gases, etc. The amount of
air to he
handled determines the size of fan required, and the kind of
mater-
ial conveyed by the air determines the air velocity and type of
wheel. Air velocities of about 3500 ft. per minute are
customary
for planing mill refuse; for light shavings a somewhat lower
velocity can he used; green sawdust from a hand saw mill will re-
quire from 4000 to 4500 ft. per minute.
The word "Sirocco" when applied to a fan or blower is a
registered trademark, used hy The American Blower Company, to
designate a type of centrifugal fan having a patented runner, for
which performances considerable better than those of the ordinary
blower are claimed. This type of fan is much used for heating
and ventilating, drying systems, mechanical draft and the like,
but is not applicable to conveying systems handling solid matter.
Disc or propeller Fans .are those in which the gases are
drawn in axially and discharged axially. This type is too well
known to require description; the blades are made in a number of
shapes depending on the service and the ideas of the manufacturer.
Disc fans are applicable only where large volumes of air or
gas
are to be handled at very low pressures. This type of fan is
widel;/
used for ventilation of buildings, the smaller sizes being mostly
used as exhausters, drawing out vitiated air vapors and fumes,
and
the larger sizes being used in connection with heating systems,
for blowing air through heating coils into a chamber for distribu-
tion throughout the building. The larger sizes are in common use
for mine ventilation.
Positive Pressure Blowers are rotary air pumps which deliver
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approximately a constant volume of air per revolution regardless of
the pressure, hence the name "positive". This type is made in a
large range of sizes and usually consists of two revolving elements
between which a certain volume of gas is entrapped and transferred
from the inlet to the outlet with only a small amount of leakage.
Since the two impellers must maintain a constant angular relation
they are geared together so as to rotate in opposite directions
and ordinarily are geared to the driving motor. Positive pressure
blowers are used mainly for pumping illuminating gases, furnishing
blast for forges, cupolas and smelters, and for other purposes re-
quiring a given volume of gas at pressures from about twelve ounces
to eight pounds per square inch.
The power required to drive any type of fan is a function
of the volume of air handled and the pressure or vacuum obtained.
The pressure is usually measured in ounces per square inch, but
is often expressed in inches of water indicated by a water gauge,
the measuring instrument commonly used, and which is located at the
inlet or outlet of the fan.
The cubic foot is usually taken as the unit of volume and
is expressed in terms of free air or gas, that is, cubic feet of
air or gas at atmospheric pressure. The unit of time most generally
used is the minute.
Where P * Pressure per square in in ounces.
WG = Pressure in inches water gauge.
Q = Cubic feet per minute.
K = A constant
.
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Then the Brake horse-power at shaft = jjj^™^""
X =s 5.2 for centrifugal fans
Eff— efficiency of fan expressed as
fraction
= 0.40 for steel plate, 0.48 for
Sirocco and 0.60 for cone type
fans
.
The following mathematical relation - are theoretically
true for
all centrifugal and may be used in calculations:- Volume
varies as
the speed; pressure varies as the square of the speed;
and horse
power varies as the cube of the speed.
Disc Fans . The pressure are very low in the service- covered
by dis|
type fans and it is customary to figure on the basis of
velocity
rather than pressures. In this type, also, the above
general
relation between volume, pressure, and horse-power are true. If
however, the outlet is restricted, the power and pressure
will both
increase until, with an entirely closed discharge, about twice
as
much power is required as with an unrestricted outlet.
Positive pressure blowerg_aiid exhausters . The horse-power
required
for positive pressure blowers and exhausters may be
approximated
very closely by the following rule used by the manufacturers
:-
Allow five horse-power for every 1000 cubic feet per minute
dis-
placed against a pressure of
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Power requirements of fans, blowers etc. cont.
3.6 ounces per square inch; thus it will require 15 HP for a blower
displacing 200C cubic feet per minute against 24 ounces pressure.
For handling air the volume delivered varies from 80 to 90% of
the displacement, and for service as gas exhausters, only from 60
to lb% of the displacement is delivered. Since the volume dis-
charged is approximately constant, regardless of the pressure, any
reduction of the inlet or outlet will greatly increase the power
required.
For tables of power required to drive different sizes of fans
and blowers see catalogues of American Blower Co. for very com-
plete data.
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WOODWORKING MACHIUERY.
The operation of woodworking machinery by electricity
effects
a great saving over shaft and belt drive. The
scattered condition
of the machines required by the large amount of
stock necessary
causes long lines of shafting to be used and as the
machinery is
in use only intermittently, large losses occur in
the operation of
this shafting. If individual drive is used, most
of these losses
are eliminated as power is very efficient. The lack of
shafting
and belting enables the operator to handle his work
much more
efficiently and also permits of more advantageous placing
of the
machines
.
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Wo odworking Machine ry
.
Applications.
Elk River Mill, Elk River, Idaho.
Saw Mill.
200 HP 900 RPM motor belted to band saw.
50 HP 1800 TPM
75 HP 1800 RPM
40 HP 600 RPM
50 HP 720 RPM
40 HP 720 RPM
40 HP 900 RPM
10 HP 1200 RPM
15 HP 600 RPM
25 HP 1200 RPM
15 HP 600 BPM
15 HP 600 RPM
10 HP 600 RPM
15 HP 600 RPM
10 HP 600 RPM
15 HP 600 BPM
15 HP 600 RPM
7,5 HP 900 RPM
25 HP 1200 RPM
10 HP 1200 RPM
D.G . to 6' Edger.
II IT Q I It
" n Slasher.
TT
" Trimmer
.
" " Hog.
belted " Bull chain.
" " Chain saw.
" « Slasher conveyor.
" " Burner.
" Slab
.
" n Cross,
back geared, chain driving Sawdust Conveyor
belted to Boiler room conveyor,
it it it n »
back geared belted to Slasher chains,
n n " it grimmer "
n n chained " Log deck "
it tt belted " Timber chains & rolls
belted to Incline chains.
Planing Mill .
50 HP 600 RPM motor D.C. to Band resaw.
75 HP 1200 RPM " belted to 10 Planers.
30 HP 1200 RPM n n
tt inside moulder.
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1-10 HP 1200 RPM motor belted to Outside moulder.
1-5 HP TI RPM " " " 2 EiP saws. •
1-5 HP " RPM M " " Out -off saw.
1-50 EP 514 RPM " D.C. "2 Exliaust fans.
1-50 HP 900 RPM " belted " Charger.
Sash and Door Factory. Load Factor 4.4$; Operating
L.F. 25 cp.
1- 2 HP 1800 RPM motor belted to #7 Mortising machine.
1- 2 HP " RPM " ,T
,T Tenoning "
1- 3 HP " RPM TT " " 16" Rip saw.
1- 5 HP " RPM TT " " 20OO# elevator.
Sash and Door Factory. Load factor 1.2 %; Operating
L.F. 6$.
1- 2 HP 1700 RPM motor belted to 36" Band saw.
1- h HP " RPM " TT " 16" x 8 1 Pattern lathe.
1- 2 HP " RPM " " " 12" Cut-off saw.
1- 5 HP " RPM " " " 12" Rip saw.
1- 2 HJ " RPM " "
TI 4" sticker.
1- 2 HP " RPM " " " 16" Jointer.
1- 1 HP " RPM " " " Sanding machine.
1- 1 HP " RPM " " " Bit mortiser.
1-7.5 HP " RPM " " " 24" Pony planer.
Sash and Door Plant. Load factor 10.9$.
1-7.5 HP 1120 RPM motor belted to mortiser and 2 sanders.
1- 5 HP " RPM " " " American # 2—|- Shaper.
1- 5 HP " RPM " " " " # 2 ""2 Teuoner & Mortise
1- 3 HP " RPM " " " H. B. Smith Sticker.
1-3 HP " RPM t! " " American Cut-off Saw.
1- 2 HP " RPM " " " * Swing Saw.
1- 3 HP " RPM " " " 30 " Superior Band saw.



